AN INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

“Analytic study of the impact of the crimes of women culprits in Akola district on their family and society”

PART I

1) Answerer's name and address :-

2) Age Group
   1) 18 to 28 years  2) 28 to 38 years
   3) 38 to 48 years  4) 48 years and above

3) Mother tongue :-
   1) Marathi  2) Hindi
   3) English  4) Other

4) Religion :
   1) Hindu  2) Boudh
   3) Muslim  4) Other

5) Education :
   1) Illiterate  2) primary  3) secondary
   4) Higher secondary  5) Ahead of these

6) Kind of Family :
   1) Collective  2) Divided

7) Profession :
   1) Service  2) House wife  3) Home industry

8) Annual Income :
   1) Rs. 50,000  2) Rs. 50,001 to 1,00,000/
   3) Rs. 1,00,001 to 1,50,000/-  4) Rs. 1,50,001 to 2,00,000/-
   5) Rs. 2,00,000 and more

PART II

Regarding family atmosphere

9) What kind of atmosphere in your / our family?
   1) Good  2) Bad  3) Average  4) Criminal type

10) Whether there was dispute in your family?
    1) Yes  2) No

*) Kind of dispute
   1) Mere dispute  2) Trifle  3) beating

*) How long dispute lasts?
   1) one day  2) two to three days
   3) eight to fifteen days  4) more than 30 days
11) As criminal, what kind of treatment do you get in your family?
   1) equality  2) inequality  3) guilty conscious  4) second rated

12) Whether any other member is criminal in your family?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof
   *) If there is and who?  1) Material  2) In laws

13) Due to criminal background, whether any member, return again in criminal activities?
   1) Yes  2) No

14) Due to criminal background, how do society look at your family?
   1) Despise  2) Look down  3) distance  4) can’t tell exactly

15) If all adult earn in your family?  1) Yes  2) No

16) Whether all members in your family take meals together?
   1) Yes  2) No

17) Do you feel that the atmosphere in your family is due to your criminal activities?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) can’t tell
   *) If so and How?
      1) Do you always feel guilty
      2) Do you want to commit offence
      3) Unable to chose good and bad  4) Other than these

18) What kind of relation you have in your family?
   1) firm relation  2) thinking difference
   3) Lack of unity in relation  4) Lack of attachment

19) As a head of the family, What did you do to keep healthy atmosphere in your family?
   1) If there is certain rules
   2) Proper conditioning  3) Did you fulfill proper duly
   4) Did you do your responsibility properly

20) After your criminal activities whether other members perform their family responsibility?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell

21) Whether any changes occurred in your family after criminal activity
   1) Yes  2) No
   *) If Yes How
      1) Unity discontinue  2) commotion anises
      3) Condition reinstate  4) Family turn into criminal
PART III
Regarding Family status

22) How is your Family status in society?
   1) Good  2) Average  3) Bad

23) What you think what is the effect of your offence on your family
   1) Family status declined  2) Family commotion arises  3) Distance in relation
   4) Can’t tell firmly.

24) Do you think that your offence is responsible for family disturbance?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell

*) If yes How
   1) Change in social view
   2) difficulties in family day to day routine.
   3) Second dated treatment of relative  4) All above

*) If not why?
   1) Member is stable  2) Society stable
   3) does not effect the member  4) All above

25) How the attitude of the family member has changed due to your crime?
   1) Second dated treatment  2) Distance in relation
   3) Importance decline  4) Family ignorance  5) All above

26) Your family unit declined due to crime?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell

27) Except your crime what kind of trouble did you family face?
   1) Social negligence  2) Hateful treatment  3) Change in thinking
   4) All above

28) Do you think your are responsible for family status declining?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell

29) Do you premorse from your bosom for you crime?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell
*) If yes how?
   1) To control your temper
   2) It is essential to think the effects
   3) It is essential to think about family future 4) All above

*) If Not why?
   1) Did you commit the offence deliberately  2) Revenge of injustice.
   3) Whether you got satisfaction        4) All above

30) Would you try to improve your social status after completing your imprisonment?  1) Yes 2) Not 3) Aloof

*) Do you think your try will be fruitful?
   1) Yes 2) No 3) Can’t tell

*) If you didn’t try and why?
   1) Former status will not get  2) Pardonable act
   3) Do you think your family status will go more bad 4) All above

31) Whether your blood relations remorse that they have the relation with criminal like you? and why?
    1) Yes 2) No 3) Aloof

32) Whether your relatives snapped the relation with you, due to your criminal record and decline of your status.
    1) Yes 2) No 3) Can’t tell

33) Whether your relations are affectionate with you through you have committed crime?  1) Yes 2) No 3) Aloof

PART IV
Effects on children

34) What kind of family your have?  1) Collective 2) divided
35) Could woman harm her own child?  1) Yes 2) No

*) She could harm, but why?
   1) If child is addict  2) Mental dispute
   3) Due to greed of money 4) All above reasons

36) Whether the criminal attitude affect the children?  1) Yes 2) No
*) Yes, but why? how?
   1) Awareness of orphan.  2) Educational loss
   3) Lack of good culture  4) Obstacle in sustenance.
   5) All above reason
*) If not, but why?
   1) Child doesn’t assume you criminal
   2) Family does good conditioning
   3) Both factors  4) Other
37) Do you think that your criminal background turn the nature of your child as criminal?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof
38) What kind of difficulties, Your child have to face due to your criminal activities.
   1) Classmates despise  2) To treat as culprit
   3) Difficulties while living  4) All above reason?
39) Whether your criminal activities affect the future of your child?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell
40) Whether your criminal activities affect the future of your child?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell
*) If so, but how? 1) To refuse job  2) To despise
   3) Sceplica attitude  4) To torture by the name of crime  5) Other
*) If Not so, but why?
   1) Progressive society  2) Ability is important to gain job
   3) Do not keep prejudice  4) All above reasons
41) Whether your criminal record became obstacle, in the economical progress of your child?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof
42) Due to your criminal record makes bad conditioning on your child?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof
*) If No, why? 1) It creates hate about crime in the mind of child
   2) In the thinking of hate, it creates emotion of doing something special
   3) Family does good conditioning,
   4) All above reasons
43) Do you feel that you are responsible to spoil the future of your child?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell
44) whether the relations between your child are the same as before?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell

*) If so and why?
   1) The relation between mother and child are firm.
   2) Child decries the his \ her mother is guilty.
   3) Child holds the condition responsible for the bad above all reasons

*) If the condition is not as before and why?
   1) The child doesn’t pay respect to guilty mother.
   2) It hates criminals acts
   3) It holds responsible, mother for social humility.
   4) All above reasons

45) Why offence occur by you?
   1) Deliberately  2) Unwittingly  3) by force  4) Aloof

46) Whether you repent for the crime committed?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof

47) If you repents, how do you look towards your offence?
   1) Positively  2) Negatively  3) Aloof

48) If there is criminal atmosphere in your family / were?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof

49) If family atmosphere causes for offences?
   1) yes  2) No  3) Can’t be said

50) Do you feel that the punishment you are apt?
   1) yes  2) No  3) by stander

*) If so, and why?
   1) Confession of crime 2) To feel that crime is not pardonable 3) To suffer for the crime is the fruit of self act.
   4) All above reasons

*) If Not so ad why?
   1) To feel that not committed the crime
   2) Circumstances are responsible
   3) to feel that the is being given injustice.
   4) All above reasons
51) Will your remorse, change your attitude?
   1) yes  2) No  3) by stander

52) Do you feel that due to your criminal activities social environment become polluted?
   1) yes  2) No  3) By stander
   *) If so an why? and how?
      1) Increase in criminal activities
      2) A bad conditioning is done.
      3) Social equality collapse.
      4) All above reasons/

53) Whether the social look, changed after committing the crime by you?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t be tell

54) If you feel the troublesome?  1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof

55) Whether the out look of society have changed, due the crime committed by you?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell
   *) If so, and how?
      1) They neglect       2) They give humiliated treatment
      3) they do no invite to participate any programme.
      4) Snapped all the lies  5) All above reasons
   *) If Not so and why?
      1) Society known that you have done any wrong act.
      2) Society feels that circumstances are responsible
      3) Society feels that it happed unwittingly
      4) All above reasons.

56) If a good gourning woman turns towards criminal activities will it effect social unity and peace?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell

57) Whether the spoilt atmosphere of society will affect the progress of the country?  1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof
58) Do you think that effect on social development will become hindrance in country’s development
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof

59) Whether the violence will increase in society by your criminal activities.
   1) yes  2) No  3) Aloof

60) How your crime is responsible for the prevention of social, democratic progress?
   1) Increase in criminal activities
   2) collapse of social equality
   3) Social environment became polluted
   4) Breach of peace  5) All above reasons

61) How your criminal behavior is spoiling social values?
   1) Moral values declining  2) Criminal attitude increasing 3) Changing the image of criminal woman.
   4) All above reasons

62) Do you lost philanthropist nature to render the debts of the society?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell

63) What do you feel about that the society out casted your family due to criminal record?
   1) Humiliating  2) Shameful  3) Repent about offence
   4) All above reasons

64) Committing the crime do you feel that you are the culprit about your society and country
   1) Mental torture  2) Guilty conscious
   3) Troubled by changed out look of society.
   4) it always hurts that we hard done wrong?

65) What do you feel that man should resist his violent attitude for the welfare of the society?
   1) To control the rage
   2) to take the emotions of family in consideration
   3) To discuss with the other members in generous thinking
   4) Listen to other think peacefully
   5) All above reasons.
66) In conditioning of family guardian plays an important role what do you think?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof

*) If yes and why?
   1) Good culture prevents the crime.
   2) Good conditioning teaches to to behave properly.
   3) Due to good conditioning men chose right path.
   4) All above

*) If not so and why?
   1) conditioning can’t do anything to prevent fit of anger.
   2) If circumstances are like that good culture can’t do anything
   3) Both reasons are
   4) Other

PART VI
Regarding economical condition

67) How is economical condition?
   1) Good  2) average  3) Worse

68) Whether your economical condition is due to your crime?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof

69) Whether you did crime for your economical condition?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof

70) Whether you did crime for the sake of greed?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof

71) If you feel that relation became neglected due to greed?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) can’t tell

72) Did you spoil your money for the fun and frolic?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Can’t tell

73) Can the truth be hide while earning money?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) Aloof

*) If so, do you feel afraid to hide truth?
   1) Yes  2) No  3) can’t tell

*) What will happen if truth reveal?
   1) Loss of trust on person
   2) out cast from economical business
   3) Humiliation 4) All above reasons 5) other
*) Did you try to hide truth? 1) Yes 2) No 3) Can’t tell

74) To earn money which age group is prominent?
1) Childhood 2) Youthness 3) Adulthood

PART VII
Regarding the information of Law

75) Do you know various laws? 1) Yes 2) No

76) Is there any one in your family who knows laws?
1) Yes 2) No

77) Do you know that there are women protection laws?
1) Yes 2) No

78) Do you know the laws about the progress of women?
1) Yes 2) No

79) Do you know that culprit is punished by the law?
1) Yes 2) No

80) Punishment is given by the intensity of crime, do you know this?
1) Yes 2) No

81) Did you try to gain the knowledge about crime from IPC?
1) Yes 2) No

82) Do your family members help you in your litigation after crime?
1) Yes 2) No 3) Can’t tell

83) Do you face any difficulties to go through litigation?
1) Yes 2) No

*) If so, what kind of?
1) Collecting the documents
2) Complicated process of judiciary
3) Ignorance 4) All above reasons

*) If not so, why?
1) To feel process easy 2) Lawyer takes care off
3) Money makes more 4) All above reasons
5) Other reasons

84) Do you feel the delay in justice is troublesome?
1) Yes 2) No 3) Can’t tell
85) Do you think that your knowledge is short and it bring you difficulty?
   1) Yes 2) No 3) can’t tell

*) If so and how?
   1) Money problem 2) Misunderstanding of law.
   3) A fear created by society 4) Pressure for compromise

*) If not so, why?
   1) To feel that law can’t prevail.
   2) There is lot of corruption
   3) Justice is delayed
   4) Self act can gain justice. 5) All above reasons.

86) Do you feel that disbelief about system is responsible for the delay in justice?
   1) Yes 2) No 3) Can’t tell

*) If yes, what is the cause of your crime
   1) No trust on law 2) No belief on entire system
   3) No trust on whole society 4) No trust on police
   5) All above reasons

PART VIII
About rehabilitation

87) Do you want Your former status in society
   1) Yes 2) No 3) Aloof

88) Do you want economical freedom?
   1) Yes 2) No 3) Aloof

89) If you get chance of rehabilitation, will your accept it?
   1) Yes 2) No 3) by stander

90) Do you think that rehabilitation will benefit you?
   1) Yes 2) No 3) Aloof

*) If so, but to whom? 1) To self 2) Family 3) Society
   4) To nation 5) All above

*) If not so, why?
   1) Society doesn’t accept
   2) Social look out doesn’t permit to live normal life
   3) Fear about society
   4) All above reasons 5) Other reasons